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Corporate Information 

Derby Hotels Collection was established in 1968 with the opening of Hotel Derby and is one of 

Spain’s most prestigious hotel chains (www.derbyhotels.com). 

Each hotel is unique and original and it’s characterised by spaces where luxury is brought to life. Each 

of the establishments of Derby Hotels Collection is unique and each space transports you on a 

journey back in time of ancient history, culture and art.  

All of our hotels are designed and prepared to cover all of our customer’s needs, relax, leisure or 

business. Each one of our staff is trained to give the best service and will make sure that the client’s 

stay is unforgettable. 

We combine international cuisine with a range of Spain’s typical dishes, offering our guest’s and 

outsiders the chance to experience an amazing gastronomic adventure in all of our restaurants. 

The hotels are prepared for leisure and relax, but also for work and enjoyment of great gastronomical 

experiences. 

Derby Hotels Collection has now 12 hotels and 8 apartments, 2 of them luxury standard: 

 

Hotel Derby **** Barcelona     1968  

Hotel Gran Derby Suite **** Barcelona    1983  

Hotel Astoria *** Barcelona     1987  

Hotel Balmes **** Barcelona     1989  

Hotel Claris *****Deluxe Barcelona    1992  

Hotel Villa Real ***** Madrid     1996  

Hotel Urban *****Deluxe Madrid    2004  

Hotel the Caesar **** London     2004  

Hotel Granados 83 ****Superior Barcelona   2006  

Balmes Residence (LUXE) Barcelona    2009  

Hotel Banke ***** Paris     2009  

Suites Avenue (LUXE) Barcelona    2009  

Hotel Bagués***** Barcelona     2010  

Aparthotel Arai ****S Barcelona    2013  
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Derby Hotels Collection offers a wide range of holiday apartments in Barcelona. The Barcelona 

Apartments (barcelona-apartment.com) are built to accommodate and offer the amenities and the 

home feeling that people look for whilst visiting the city.  

 

Barcelona Apartment Aparthotel Allada   2004  

Barcelona Apartment Aramunt     2004  

Barcelona Apartment La República    2010  

Barcelona Apartment Gran de Gràcia    2012  

Barcelona Apartment Villarroel     2013   

Barcelona Apartment Val     2013  

Barcelona Apartment Viladomat    2013  

Barcelona Apartment Milà     2014 

 

Derby Hotels Collection has 700 members of staff and more than 1000 rooms available. 
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Derby Cities 

Barcelona 

Barcelona was the first city where Derby Hotels Collection opened an establishment. Now Derby 

Hotels Collection is a chain of hotels trademarked by art, culture and luxury. Derby Hotel was the 

first hotel of the family to be opened in 1968 and is now a landmark in the city of Barcelona. The 

Catalan capital is well known for the Modernist Movement (Art Noveau) that once influenced the 

vision of literature, art, design and architecture. In this present-day the city is appreciated for its 

distinctiveness, which relates back to the twentieth century and renowned modern architecture. This 

city is the ideal place for hotels where culture, art and luxury create their own identity. 

Hotel Bagués 

The newest member of Derby Hotels Collection opened in September 2010 and has a Modernist twist 

to its design. The hotel shows the passion for art, which can also be seen throughout all the hotels of 

the group. Hotel Bagués is built in one of the renowned jewellery shops in Barcelona, called 

Regulador Bagués, which is on Las Ramblas, one of the famous city avenues. 

This five star hotel has 31 luxurious rooms and each one of them displays pieces of the Masriera 

jewels collection. This hotel is a jewel itself with a permanent exhibition of the art works The 

Masriera Museum of pieces by modernist artist Luis Masriera handed on by Bagués-Masriera 

La Republica 

La Republica opened in autumn 2010 was named after the Radical Republican Youth Party of 

Barcelona that used the building as its headquarters during the Spanish revolution. This exclusive 

location where La Republica is situated is known as the city’s @22 Silicon Valley, where all the 

latest technology companies are congregated in this city’s district. The area is full of contemporary 

designs and La Republica hotel is a combination of avant-garde with historical elements from the 

locality making the establishment attractive and unique. La Republica offers 23 bright spacious lofts, 

maintaining the original structure of the building with brick walls, wooden beams and steel elements 

without forgetting all the commodities of a 21
st
 century hotel.  

Arai 

This apart-hotel is a renovated seventeen-century palace and still preserves the character and beauty 

of its original architecture. Derby Hotels Collection acquired this historic building and renewed it 

and as a result, Arai is now a luxurious hotel that displays pieces of art from the private Clos 

Foundation collection, as well as a seemingly endless range of objects and photographs that were 

uncovered during the buildings’ renovation. 

Arai offers 31 exclusive rooms that provide a sense of elegance and comfort. It is classified as a four-

star superior boutique apart-hotel located in Barcelona’s historic city centre at the heart of the Gothic 

area and inside the city’s triangle formed by Las Ramblas, the Cathedral and Barcelona’s harbour.  
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Granados 83 

Granados 83 is a superior 4-star hotel that was thought for tourists visiting the city, but also for people 

living in Barcelona. It has two terraces: The 8 one, which is a rooftop terrace and the Gbar or the 

Klub, at the back of the building. Inside you can find Restaurante 3, a restaurant that offers one of 

the most surprising food choices in town.  

Granados 83, which opened in 2006 has 77 rooms of which 7 of them are lofts and some have semi-

private pools. The Granados 83 is a four star superior hotel and is located right in the middle of the 

city, in the street Enric Granados and like some of the most chic hotels is a member of Design Hotels.  

Claris 

This hotel is proud for having one of the private and most important Pre-Columbian art collections of 

Spain. It is also unusual that all the rooms are different. The Hotel Claris is one of a kind. It is a real 

treasure and holds inside, Hindi sculptures of the II – X centuries, original engravings petitioned by 

Napoleon. It is a place to find archaeological pieces and antiques combined with the most 

contemporary designs.  

The other great treasure of Hotel Claris is the La Terraza del Claris Restaurant rooftop terrace, one 

of Barcelona’s most exclusive cocktail bar and restaurant. This open terrace is the perfect place to 

spend relaxing afternoons and evenings. The Hotel Claris boasts the Mr. Kao restaurant, a unique 

dining concept that blends the best of Chinese and Mediterranean cuisine. 

Claris is a 5 star luxurious hotel with 124 rooms located in the old Vedruna Palace dated 1892 at the 

core of the Eixample’s district of Barcelona. This Hotel belongs to the prestigious and exclusive 

Small Luxury Hotels of The World of which it is a founding member - this organisation has an 

unrivalled selection of some of the world’s finest small independent hotels.  

 

 

Gran Derby Suite 

This is one of Derby’s Hotels Collection flagship hotels and it holds a number of very impressive 

pieces of contemporary art, including some of the masterpieces of Spanish artists such as Dalí, Tàpies, 

Miro, Cuixart, Josep Guinovart, Antoni Clavé, Riera i Aragó, Mariscal, Pijuan, Feio, Arroyo amongst 

others. Undoubtedly this is one of the great luxuries of staying at the Gran Derby.  

Grand Derby Suite offers luxury deluxe rooms completely refurbished in an avant-garde style and 

ethnic décor, combined with early African and Asian furnishings and art. Grand Derby Suite is a 4 

star (LUXE) establishment located in the commercial district of the city. It offers 43 rooms, standard, 

junior suite duplex and deluxe rooms. 

This Hotel is also a proud member of the Small Luxury Hotels of the World. 

Derby 

It is one of Derby’s Hotels Collection hotels best prepared for a business. It is both urban and classic 

enhanced with lithography’s of Catalan artists such as Miró, Guinorvart, Tàpies, Mariscal and 

Hernández Pijuán. Derby was opened at the same time that the company was established and now is a 

staple in the city. Hotel Derby is set in an excellent location as can be found in one of the best 

commercial and business areas of Barcelona, Avinguda Diagonal and Francesc Macià Square.  
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The hotel has 117 rooms, meeting rooms and multipurpose venues for events, pool access, solarium, 

gym and sauna, in addition to two restaurants and a designer bar where guests can try a range of 

cocktails and the best market-fresh Catalan cuisine in the city. 

Astoria 

Astoria is a three star hotel from the fifties. Some of the hotel’s main features are the exquisite pieces 

of art—modernist posters, frescoes and busts alongside marble and delicate Lalique crystal—that 

decorate its walls and that contrast with the new and modern rooms.  

The Astoria was acquired by Derby in 1987. It has 117 elegant rooms, a business centre, meeting 

rooms and unsurpassable venues like the terrace and outdoor swimming pool, rooftop gym and 

sauna, gourmet restaurant and museum dedicated to the Catalan illustrator Ricard Opisso. It is located 

very near to exclusive Passeig de Gràcia, an ideal place to go off and have a stroll around the city’s 

most exclusive shops. 

Balmes Residence (LUXE) 

In 2009 Derby Hotels Collection decided to take a step forward and changed Spain’s hotel boutique 

industry by opening Balmes Residence, a new concept of Boutique hotels in the heart of Barcelona. 

Apartment-suites with kitchens and suites that occupy a single space in a typical 20
th
 century, Art 

Noveau building with coved ceilings and mosaic floors. This is a perfect example of the architectural 

heritage of Barcelona city. 

Just located minutes away from the exclusive avenue of Passeig de Gràcia and near the shops of the 

Rambla Catalunya, Balmes Residence is the ideal spot for romantic weekend getaways, medium or 

long-term stays. 

Balmes, an Oasis in the heart of town 

Is it possible to enjoy nature in the middle of the city? Balmes is the place where that wish, comes 

true. Although it may appear impossible, this hotel offers all you need to enjoy peace and quiet in an 

atmosphere where nature is the main element. It is worth mentioning that it features a collection of 

African art that shows three-dimensional wooden African masks and sculptures from different sub-

Saharan African countries. 

Balmes is a modern four-star hotel that has 102 rooms and a range of tailored options, from double 

and family rooms to exquisite suites and luxurious apartment’s, just steps away from one of 

Barcelona’s main avenues, Avinguda Diagonal. The hotel combines its central location with the 

tranquillity of its pool and interior garden. It is simple an oasis in the heart of Barcelona’s shopping 

district. 
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Suites Avenue - Luxury apartments  

Suites Avenue opened in March 2009 and it offers a new concept of accommodation constructed in an 

a avant-garde building which holds 41 luxury apartments that are fully equipped for medium to long 

stays. There are an unsurpassable range of exclusive services such as Gym, sauna, exterior swimming 

pools, a communal terrace, function rooms, parking and a museum that showcases unique pieces of 

Hindu and Buddhist art.  

This building has a spectacular stainless steel façade that has been designed by the renowned Japanese 

architect Toyo Ito and Spanish Carlos Bassó. Suites Avenue has become an architectural icon of the 

city, located on the central avenue of elegant Passeig de Gracia, boasting for its spectacular frontal 

views of Gaudi’s Modernist building of La Pedrera. Without a doubt this is an exceptional way to 

experience what the city has to offer.  
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Madrid 

The first hotel of the Derby Hotels Collection was opened in 1996 in Spain’s capital Madrid. It was 

such a success that the group continued to expand their hotels around the capital.  

Villa Real the first one to be built is a luxurious 5 star hotel full of art that blends perfectly into the 

famous balconies that overlook the majestic Retiro Park. Recently the group opened Hotel Urban, 

which has become one of the hotels to receive more awards in the world.  

Urban Hotel  

With a swimming pool under the blue sky by day, an exclusive space under the moon by night, a 

spectacular patio connected to the heart of the city and an avant-garde architecture, Hotel Urban is a 

five-star Gran Luxe Hotel and is without a doubt, a winner of today’s luxury portfolio of hotels. Its 

location is unique and is only a walking distance from all the capital’s main attractions. The Urban 

Hotel has the best amenities and services that modern technology can offer at the moment. 

The GlassBar, the CEBO restaurant and la Terraza del Urban, are considered one of the biggest 

gastronomic attractions of the city. GlassBar is known for its amazing cocktails and the most 

innovative cuisine.  CEBO restaurant offers a creative Mediterranean cuisine based on seasonal 

products and served in a luxurious and cosmopolitan atmosphere. Finally, la Terraza del Urban is 

the best venue to enjoy summer nights and views of Madrid’s skyline.  

 

Urban Hotel is a step beyond the conventional 5 star deluxe hotels. It has 96 rooms designed in a 

minimalist style and it is located in central San Jeronimo Street in Madrid. 

 

Villa Real, the balcony 

“A hotel over the Retiro Park” this is how some people describe the Hotel Villa Real because it’s 

magnificent location overlooking the splendid Retiro Park. It offers 115 elegantly decorated bedrooms 

and modern suites that have private balconies or terraces with privileged views over the “Parque del 

Retiro”, the Botanical Gardens or the Paseo de la Castellana. Some of the rooms are built on two 

different levels and have jacuzzis. Culture and art stand side by side in Villa Real hotel. On view are 

sculptures, Greek Apulia vases and over two hundred Roman mosaics. 

It is also very well known for its restaurant East 47, which offers a contemporary cuisine. 

It is an exquisite 5-star hotel located in the heart of the city, in the Plaza de las Cortes, in front of the 

city’s Parliament, El Congreso de los diputados and only a few minutes from the renowned central 

Puerta del Sol’s square. This area of Madrid is well known by its elegant avenues where most 

luxurious hotels in Madrid are to be found.  
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London 

In 2004 Derby Hotels Collection opened this hotel in one of the world’s most cosmopolitan and 

multicultural cities. London a city rich in history, culture and art suites perfectly the character and 

ethos of Derby Hotels Collection. 

The Caesar 

This hotel has developed a concept that goes beyond mere functionality; this charming 4-star hotel has 

been remodelled in a Victorian building just off Hyde Park and offers a peaceful setting as well as 

access to Queens Gardens, the hotel’s private garden. It is a perfect place to unwind from the city’s 

frantic rhythm. It keeps the Victorian classic English-Style façade of the area, which contrasts with a 

modern minimalist interior. Inside you will discover another Derby’s art collection displayed on the 

hotel’s walls, exquisite Roman mosaics.   

The Caesar features 140 stylish fully refurbished guest bedrooms, with warm comfortable 

atmospheres and its modern amenities, a gymnasium, sauna, business room and two unique 

gastronomic areas, XO Bar and XO Restaurant, enabling you to savour creative international cuisine 

with a Spanish twist at the heart of England’s capital. 

 

Paris  

In March of 2009, one of the world’s most cosmopolitan and multicultural cities becomes a Derby 

Hotels Collection destination. The rich history of Paris suits perfectly Derby’s ethos. 

Hotel Banke  

Derby’s Hotels Collection first Parisian hotel, Banke welcomes you with a spectacular lobby crowned 

with a refined glass cupola. The hotel has 91 rooms and suites and two gastronomic spaces and a bar 

where you can enjoy live music. Furthermore, the hotel has a spa, a hammam, a sauna and a fitness 

area for those who want to keep fit during holidays.  

Hotel Banke endows with its own art collection, which is now a unique characteristic of all the 

establishments under the name of Derby Hotels Collection. 

The building where the new Parisian hotel is located was constructed between 1906 and 1908 by 

architects Paul Friesse and Cassien Bernard and in collaboration with Gustave Eiffel. It was in fact 

one of the first buildings to be erected in Pillet-Will, where Napoleon III was born in 1808, who in 

turn was fully involved in the urbanisation of that area between 1864 and 1880. 
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Jordi Clos, the great promoter 

 

Jordi Clos feels passionate about hotels, art, culture and his home city, Barcelona. He is the promoter 

and president of Derby Hotels Collection, a collection of hotels that unify art, luxury and culture.  

Jordi Clos is a collector, a scholar and sponsor of art and culture. He is well known in his country for 

his amazing collections, The Jordi Clos foundation, The Egyptian Museum of Barcelona, The School 

of Egyptology and even for his own archaeological excavations. 

Surrounded by a highly professional team of experts, Jordi Clos has created a variety of unique and 

fascinating hotel spaces where art and gastronomy make feel each client as a bon vivant. In Jordi’s 

own words: “Each hotel has a unique history tied to the time it was created and to the place where it is 

located”. 

Considered to always be a step ahead, the hotels created by Jordi Clos always follow a pattern: quality 

above all. Jordi says: “Our materials are always unique, from the sculptures, the paintings to the 

marble in the bathrooms or the wood of the tables. The buildings are designed by me and for me, I 

design them they way I like”. Clos creates a drawing of the hotel, the rooms and other areas. He does 

not take on easy projects something well known by prestigious architects such as Oriol Bohigas, 

Carlos Bassó, Jordi Garcés or Toyo Ito.  

The identity is the core of everything and each of the hotels have a differentiator or a theme that 

makes them different and unique from all the others. Jordi transforms the hotels into small museums 

of Egyptian and oriental art, roman mosaics or engravings from Napoleon’s time.  He combines Art 

Nouveau, Art Decó and modern paintings with contemporary art and makes it all blend into the style 

of each one of the hotels. 

 

Jordi Clos  

 

 2014 Gold Medal to the Cultural Merit by the Barcelona Council 

 2011 Grand Jury Award 2011. IX Premios a la Iniciativa Hotelera. GRAN HOTEL Magazine  

 2003 Creu de Sant Jordi by regional Government, Generalitat de Catalunya 

 2002 Award Juan Lladó sponsored by Ortega y Gasset Foundation.  

 1996 Silver Medal to the Tourist Merit by the Spanish Government.  

 1996 Montblanc Award to Culture.  

 1992 Entrepreneur of Barcelona’s Olympic Year. 
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Awards and distinctions Derby Hotels Collection  

 

 

 2015 Claris  

“Top 20 Best Hotels in Spain & Portugal” Ranking Condé Nast Traveler Readers´Choice Awards 

 2012 Banke  

"Top 25 trendiest Hotels in France" Travellers' Choice Hotel Awards. Tripadvisor  

 2012 Urban  

"Top 25 trendiest Hotels in Spain" Travellers' Choice Hotel Awards. Tripadvisor  

 2012 The Caesar  

Silver Award Visit England Tourist Board  

 2011 Urban  

“Top 100 Southern Europe Hotels” Ranking Condé Nast Traveler Readers´Choice Awards.  

 2011 Urban & Villa Real  

Featured in the Gold List by Condé Nast Traveler’s  

 2010 Urban & Villa Real  

“Top 100 Southern Europe Hotels” Ranking Condé Nast Traveler Readers´Choice Awards.  

 2009 & 2010 Banke  

Featured in the Hot List by Condé Nast Traveler’s  

 2008, 2009 & 2010 Urban  

Featured in the Gold List by Condé Nast Traveler’s  

 November 2008 Granados 83  

Best hotel refurbishment in Spain, award granted by the magazine Gran Hotel  

 March 2007 Claris  

Small Luxury Hotels of The World “The Best SLH Club Experience”  

 April 2007 derby hotels collection  

Best webpage: derbyhotels.com  

 January 2007 Urban  

Restaurant Europa Decó of hotel Urban awarded the prize to the Best Restaurant by the 

Community of Madrid, city’s government.  

 2007 Urban & Villa Real  

Featured in the Gold List by Condé Nast Traveler’s  

November 2006 Urban  

Best Hotel in Europe, awarded by Condé Nast Johansens  

 October 2006 Claris  

Most fashionable hotel in the world, according to the web of Tripadvisor, one of the biggest 

worldwide  
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 July 2006 Urban  

Eventoplus “Best Hotel for Events”  

 June 2006 Urban  

Best Urban Hotel, award given by a jury of experts in the tourist sector during the “Premios a la 

Iniciativa Hotelera” sponsored by the magazine Gran Hotel. 

 May-2006 Derby Hotels Collection  

Best Hotel Chain in Spain.  

Sixth Edition Quatrium Awards – GRUPO VIA    INMOBILIARIA.  

 2006 Villa Real  

Featured in the Gold List by Condé Nast Traveler’s  

 2005 Urban  

Featured in the Hot List by Condé Nast Traveler’s  

 2000 Claris  

Best Hotel in a City in Europe, awarded by Condé Nast Johansens  

 

 

derbyhotels.com 

@Derby_Hotels 

#DerbyHotelsCollection 

 


